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Primary Sources

Records and Proceedings

5. Election Commission of India; Report on the First, Second, Third, Fourth, Fifth and Sixth General Election.
7. Home Department’s Confidential Political Records (West Bengal State Archives), (WBSA).

Private and party organizational papers

1. All India Congress committee Papers (Nehru Memorial Museum and Library), (NMML).
2. All Indian Hindu Mahasabha Papers (NMML)
5. Ministry of Home Affairs Papers (National Achieves of India), (NAI).

**Autobiographies and Memoirs**

8. *Jatadur Mane Pare- Rajnaitir Atmakathan* (a Bengali Book by Jyoti Basu), Calcutta, 1998

**Personal Interviews with some important Political Leaders and Journalists of West Bengal**
Personal interviews with some political leaders namely Kumud Bhattacharya (4\textsuperscript{th} February, 2017 at Behala, Kolkata), Deba Prasad Roy (18\textsuperscript{th} February, 2017, at E/4, Christopher Road, CIT Building, Entally, Padma Pukur, Kolkata-14), Somen Mitra (20\textsuperscript{th} February, 2017, at Bidhan Bhavan, Philipse More, Kolkata), Ashim Chatterjee (23\textsuperscript{rd} February, 2017, at Mahishbathan, Kolkata), Sarder Amjad Ali (25\textsuperscript{th} February, 2017, Illias Road, Kolkata) and some veteran journalists i.e. Sukharanjan Sengupta (5\textsuperscript{th} February, 2017, Milk Colony, Belgachhia, Kolkata) and Mihir Ganguly (23\textsuperscript{rd} February, 2017, Konnagarh District Library, Hooghly, West Bengal).

**Newspapers and Journals**

1. Amrita Bazar Patrika.
2. Ananda Bazar Patrika
3. Asian Survey
4. Bande Mataram
5. Bartman
6. Chaturanga
7. Comparative Politics
8. Dainik Basumati
9. Economic and Political Weekly
10. Forward
12. Hindustan Times
13. Indian Annual Register
14. Journal of Asian Studies
15. Journal of Politics
16. Jugantar
17. Kalantar
18. Madhuparni.
19. Peoples Democracy
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33. Mukherjee Pranab, Dramatic Decade- The Indira Gandhi Years, Rupa, New Delhi, 2015.


Article (in English)

2. “Politics of Partition and Warning of the Time” an Article by Ichhamuddin Sarker in Dalit Lives and Dalit Visions in Eastern India, Centre for Ambedkar studies, Jadavpur University, 2007,

Books (in Bengali)

3. Ashok Mitra, Teenkuri Dash, Vol. II (1403 BS),
27. *Krishak Andoloner Itihasa O Samasya*, Published by the West Bengal Unit, C.P.I, Calcutta, August, 1959, pp.13-23.
34. *Rabindra Rachanabali*, 4th Volume (Katha o Kahini Kabyagrantha)
42. *Somenath Lahiri Rachana Sangraha*, vol. iv, 1995,

**Article (in Bengali)**


**Novels (in Bengali)**

2. *Banglar Hindu Sabdhan*, (Benami), tarikhbihin.
4. Dasgupta Satischandra; *Bharater Samyabad*, Kolkata 1930
5. Devi, Mahawata; *Hazar Chusaheer Ma*, Karuna Publisher, Kolkata-1978